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Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care:
A Family of Dedicated Providers Offering Exceptional Care in the Face of a Global Pandemic

Tracey Dobson, President & Chief Executive Officer

Hospice and Palliative Care are essential services within the healthcare continuum. Part of the beauty and uniqueness of the
Hospice specialty is that we create a holistic, supportive, nurturing network for patients (and their family members) as they face
their end of life journey. Our patient encounters often include gentle but honest eye to eye conversation, a comforting hug, or
reaching out to hold someone’s hand as a show of support and genuine care. The Covid-19 pandemic has required us to be
innovative and exceptional. Here is our story:
The Pandemic
When Covid-19 struck in March of this year, we began to encounter numerous barriers to providing the close, nurturing care we
value. In order to ensure the best care for our patients and our staff, we followed guidelines requiring the use of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) and in some cases restricting our ability to see patients. While the safety and
well-being of our patients and staff has always been our top priority, a global pandemic certainly has
caused unforeseen adjustments to the way we connect and communicate with the patients
that we serve.
Our Mountain Valley family cares deeply about the emotional, spiritual and physical
connection that we make each day, with each patient and each family. Our
interdisciplinary teams, which consist of nurses, aides, social workers, chaplains,
physicians, nurse practitioners, volunteer coordinators and bereavement
specialists, all expressed feelings of inadequacy, frustration, worry, or fear that they
were failing our patients due to the barriers to patient care and lack of connection
that they were feeling. Though necessary for protection, the use of PPE can feel cold
and obstructive. The inability to reach our patients to perform family meetings, weekly
medical visits, etc., was disconcerting, to say the least. Covid-19 was an obstacle that
we knew we had to overcome.
In response to the pandemic, and addressing our need as an organization to plan,
prepare, respond, and remain highly engaged in overcoming each new
challenge, we created a leadership team to address all Covid-19
related needs. This team meets daily and is referred to as
“Environment of Care” (now often called “EOC”). Because of this
consistent communication, the team has been, and remains,
prepared to address all the administrative, clinical,
environmental, and technological needs that have arisen
during the pandemic.
Continued on next page
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Family of Dedicated Providers, cont.
Our administrative team has worked tirelessly to support our front lines team in the field, and our IT department has quickly and
efficiently obtained technology upgrades and the equipment necessary for our team to serve our patients and their families.
These technological adjustments include the introduction of Telehealth, which has allowed us to create a virtual connection to our
patients that goes beyond the barriers of goggles and masks. With this program, we have the ability to share face-to-face
discussion, smiles, and loving encounters with our patients and their families via live videos. We can review medications and
equipment with the patient and their caregivers, and even assess our patients’ health and their surrounding environment with no
risk of exposure to the virus for the patient, family or staff.
Our Front Lines Team
Our team members have had to adapt quickly to the use of telehealth, along with remote work, ever-changing guidelines and
proper use of PPE. We have been extremely intentional and thoughtful regarding how we can best support our healthcare
partners in facilitating patient access to the services they need and deserve. We have worked diligently in continuing to deliver
quality care to patients who are supported in skilled nursing
and assisted living communities, while also respecting and
supporting these facilities who are facing the same
difficulties and challenges as we do. Sometimes, this
innovation extends to providing an interdisciplinary group
visit through the window of a facility. If there is a way, we
make it happen!
As we balance safety concerns with a respect for quality of
life and personal autonomy, we have had to consider
quarantine requirements and travel restrictions for our team
members, many of whom have sacrificed their vacation
plans to stay close to home, work extra shifts, and serve their
patients. To maximize communication to all members of our
organization, we implemented an organizational call on
Monday mornings to make sure every team member is
offered the latest information and has an opportunity to ask
questions or address concerns.
We have faced staffing shortages over the past several weeks that are directly related to Covid-19; however, our team has come
together, taking on longer hours, extra shifts, or entirely new shifts in an effort to ensure that our patients are cared for. Yes, we are
very blessed with team members who possess servants’ hearts.
Working and serving during a pandemic can be heavy on the soul. We have offered resources and counseling sessions for our
entire Mountain Valley family in an effort to extend aspects of the holistic care we offer our patients to our team members.
Personal Protective Equipment
We were fortunate to have many Mountain Valley leaders and team members who jumped into action, working within a very
generous community to obtain donated supplies that contribute to our safety. We were blessed to confront the pandemic already
prepared with a generous supply of N95 masks, for which our team members had already been fit-tested and trained in proper
use. We were also equipped with surgical masks, gloves, PAPRs, and many other necessary items that provided us a head start.
Our team actively sought creative ways to work within our community to obtain items such as hand cleanser, cleaning solutions for
our vehicles and equipment, gowns/aprons, masks, and more. Additionally, we are blessed to be a part of a cooperative network
of Hospice & Palliative Care agencies across the Southeast, known as the Teleios Collaborative Network (TCN). Through this
network, we are connected with leaders from across the region with whom we meet regularly to share ideas, information, and
resources. We are also actively engaged in the National Partnership for Hospice Innovation, which connects us with Hospice and
Palliative Care Leaders nationwide. Through these connections, we have found an ongoing pipeline of access to PPE and
resources that have proven crucial to our organizational strength during this unprecedented time in our history.
Continued on next page

Family of Dedicated Providers, cont.
Our Hospice Homes
With reverence for state and federal guidelines, along with our commitment to our mission to
serve those facing serious illness, we adapted our Woltz Hospice Home and SECU Hospice
Care Center to be able to receive, support, and palliate patients with proven or suspected
Covid-19, all while keeping our facility, grounds, staff, and visitors as safe as possible. We
have adopted wise yet respectful visitation policies and implemented screening measures for
all staff and visitors in an effort to halt or minimize any viral spread. This effort has required an
extensive amount of equipment and labor; however, we have been supported by our
community, including a generous grant from the SECU Foundation to support our efforts.
Complicated Grief
We have encountered increased cases of complicated grief related to COVID and the inability
for some families to be with their loved ones during their end of life journey. Patients being
served in a hospital, skilled nursing facility or assisted living setting are being affected by
restricted visitor policies put in place for safety. Likewise, many families have placed funerals
and memorial services on hold while they wait out the restrictions of Covid-19. We continue to
offer bereavement services free of charge to our community, including those we have not
directly served in our hospice program, in addition to the patients and families we have had
the honor to care for.
We have remained committed to our mission to provide THE best experience to those facing
serious illness, “every patient, every family, every time.” Although this pandemic has been
very challenging, we remain true to our commitment to deliver the best care possible and we
have found new, creative and innovative ways of “touching” patients and their families without
the ability to physically connect.
Learning, Growing, and Serving
MVHPC has learned that we can adapt, change, and grow, using the increased pressure
during this unprecedented time to improve our organizational processes. This pandemic has
been devastating to our nation; however, we always seek to note the blessings and the
positive moments in the face of difficulties and challenges. We have witnessed teamwork that
we never knew we were capable of. We have improved our company-wide communication.
We now offer innovative, virtual access to medical care through telehealth. We are developing
better time management skills and while exercising discipline, increasing productivity,
supporting referral partners and meeting our mission. All this has been achieved while
learning how to function as a remote network across 18 counties in North Carolina and
Virginia.
Appreciation
MVHPC is blessed to be a member of exceedingly generous communities in both NC and VA.
We are so grateful for the honor of serving such special individuals and families across the
region. We continue to pray daily for guidance, wisdom, and discernment as we navigate
through these approaching months of continued challenges related to the pandemic. Our
promise to you is that we will face each new trial with honor, respect, and an unwavering
commitment to our mission—creating the best experience for those facing serious illness…
every patient, every family, every time. It is because of you that this promise can be
fulfilled. From the bottom of our hearts, thank you for your continued support.
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COMMITTED TO THE MOU
Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care has begun a Commitment to Co-Workers iniative, in which our staff
The Senior Leadership Team selects the honorees among the nominations. In each issue of The Connection,

What brought you to Mountain Valley Hospice?

Kelley Ingram

I was working in Boone at a nursing facility as a social worker. I was homesick and
wanted to move back to Yadkinville. I spoke to a family member, Margie Willard, who
was an RN at Mountain Valley Hospice at the time. She said that the Yadkinville office
was seeking a social worker. I had never thought about working in a hospice setting.
After my interview, my first thought was how God could use me to help families
through this journey that they were facing with their loved one. That was 12 years ago,
on September 15, 2008.

Kelley Ingram
Admission Social Worker

What do you love most about working for Mountain Valley Hospice?
I love the work ethic and teamwork of my colleagues. I feel I could ask anyone for
help anytime and never feel like I was a burden to them. Everyone that I have worked
or interacted with has their heart in the right place, because it takes special people to
be in hospice. Working in hospice is a calling that makes you want to do your job to
the best of your ability. Hospice isn’t easy most days because of the emotional
connection that we have with our patients and families.

Tina Leonard

Patient Care Team Leader

What do you wish more people knew about Mountain Valley Hospice?

Maria Scales

Assistant Director of Inpatient Units

I wish more people knew what kind of care we provide and what really happens in
a hospice care center. I feel like sometimes people just don’t understand hospice,
and that is a barrier to patients getting the care that they actually need. I wish
people understood that a hospice home is more than a place where you come to
die, and that you actually can return home. It is a place where care is provided with
so much love. Our staff is the best of the best. We want to do whatever we can to
meet the goals and needs of patients and families, to ensure that the patient has
the most peaceful end-of-life care, whether that be hours, days, weeks, or months.

NTAIN VALLEY MISSION
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are encouraged to nominate co-workers who have gone above and beyond as exceptional colleagues.
we wish to take a look at some of these inspiring individuals who bring excellence to our workplace.

What do you love most about working for Mountain Valley Hospice?
I love the teamwork approach in being able to help patients and families
throughout their journey. As a nurse, I cannot handle every aspect of every need
that a patient and family have. So, I am very thankful for all our other staff!
Together, we make a complete and wonderful team!

Sharon Tatum
Admission Social Worker

What brought you to Mountain Valley Hospice?

Kristie Szarpa

Prior to moving to North Carolina in 2017, I visited Pilot Mountain 1-2 times a year for
about 22 years to see my family. In doing so, I would pass by Mountain Valley
Hospice & Palliative Care’s Pilot Mountain office. As a long time hospice provider in
Buffalo, NY, I used to dream about moving to NC and continuing my work in hospice
and palliative care. As I visited Pilot Mountain, I would drive by the Pilot office and
say, “Someday I’m going to work there.” As the reality of the long-awaited move to
NC settled in during 2017, I spent time on the MVHPC website to learn more about
the agency. It always felt like a fit for me…even before my first interview.

Director of Practice Management
& Palliative Care

What brought you to Mountain Valley Hospice?
Simply stated, the Lord opened the doors for me to come to work for Mountain
Valley Hospice. During the time, Mother was a patient, and Sabrina McKeithan
asked if I would be willing to come to work here. I had the pleasure of meeting with
Sally Estes, then Director of Family Services, in January 2008. Sally wanted to
know when I could start. My response was, "When Mom is healed." Mom went into
the presence of the Lord on April 1, 2008; she was healed from cancer. In July
2008, I received a call from Sally asking if I was "ready to come to work.” To this
day, I am eternally grateful to the Lord for opening the doors for me to work here.

Bruce Thomas
Bereavement Coordinator
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SECU Foundation Supporting Community Partners
Melissa Hiatt, Senior Director of Development

The COVID-19 Pandemic has adversely impacted businesses and agencies of all
kinds, especially nonprofits like Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care. Fortunately,
a generous grant from the State Employees Credit Union will lessen the impact of
COVID-19 on Mountain Valley Hospice. The SECU relief fund allocated $200,000 to
support and sustain the operation of two hospice homes, with $100,000 designated for
the Joan & Howard Woltz Hospice Home in Dobson, and $100,000 for the SECU
Hospice Care Center of Yadkin.
“We are very grateful for the support the SECU Foundation has given to Mountain
Valley Hospice & Palliative Care over the past 11 years,” said Tracey Dobson, Interim
Executive Director. “The SECU
Foundation was instrumental in
supporting the build of both the Woltz
Melissa Hiatt, left, Senior Director of Development,
Hospice Home and the SECU Hospice
with Tracey Dobson, President & CEO
Care Center. Their consistent support
allows us to continue superior service
and care as well as to be there to provide emotional and spiritual support to patients
when they are facing a serious illness.”

Melissa Hiatt, Senior Director of Development, with
Barry Dowell, Chief Financial Officer

“We are grateful for SECU’s financial assistance during the challenging patient care
environment that COVD-19 has created,” said Barry Dowell, Chief Financial Officer.
“This grant will certainly be beneficial in offsetting costs associated with our pandemic
response. It helps us to continue caring for our patients and their families, as well as
providing needed personal protective equipment to our staff who are on the front lines
of patient care.”

Navigating COVID-19
Angie Cagle, Senior Director of Human Resources

As the COVID-19 pandemic took the world by surprise, healthcare services experienced
monumental changes in the ways that we think and work. Whether this was by adapting to a
remote work environment, utilizing telehealth to communicate with patients and families, or
wearing cumbersome personal protective equipment for entire shifts—our team has been able to
overcome the difficulties that 2020 has presented.
Tracey Dobson

Jenna Campbell

Melissa Hiatt

The senior leadership team is so proud of our extraordinary employees who have set the example
of commitment, professionalism, and solidarity. As a heartfelt gesture of appreciation, leaders
came together to prepare more than three-hundred gift boxes of local food products for every
Mountain Valley employee.
We are going to overcome the
difficulties of the moment, and we
will do so, as always, by
compassionately serving
patients and families as they
face life’s greatest
challenge.
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Continuing to Work Through the Pandemic
Tammy Simmons, Volunteer Coordinator/Team Leader

Never would we have imagined that the year 2020 would be so eventful! In a
matter of months in the new year, we as a nation experienced something I
hoped I’d never encounter in my lifetime: a pandemic. It was something I’d only
read about but never witnessed. The coronavirus, COVID-19, has swept
through our nation with great force causing massive loss and tragedy to so
many. Our hearts go out to each person this terrible virus has affected.
We at Mountain Valley were faced with situations and circumstances of which
we had never dreamed and certainly were not fully prepared for, but we quickly
became ready! Our staff faced many first experiences. We transitioned from
coming into the office everyday to working remotely. Offices were closed to the
public. Staff had to adjust how they provided care in the patients’ most
precious time, wearing masks and PPE (personal protective equipment) just to
briefly have contact with someone. The closest thing to my heart was our
inability to interact with our precious volunteers that we love so much!
These things were out of our control, as we were having to follow the strict
guidelines set by our local, state, and federal government. Our agency had to
become more resourceful and even better stewards of our money since we are
a non-profit. Staff had to step into roles that they had never done before. We
quickly realized how valuable our volunteers are—we already knew it, but
having to continue working without them has shown us how much we rely on
our volunteers and how much they contribute to our organization.
The talents that our volunteers possess are hidden gems that really help us
care for our patients and families. We called on many volunteers to help with
making masks, sewing gowns, and getting donations to assist with patient
care, because our work didn’t stop. We had to become very creative, and our
volunteers helped us in so many ways and had such great ideas and
resources. We couldn’t be more grateful.
However, we still were missing that one thing, the personal connection we have
with our volunteers. I have missed hearing our volunteers’ sweet voices when
it’s their day to answer the phone while office staff attend a meeting, and
hearing a volunteer make a much-needed Tuck-in Call to a patient or family
who needs to talk to someone because they’ve had a bad night. I’ve missed
listening to the keyboard as the volunteer enters data from visits that other
volunteers have made, and talking with the prayer shawl group volunteers as
they meet and make beautiful handmade throws for each new patient. I’ve
missed having our volunteers help with events and mailings, and seeing our
volunteers make visits to patients and families to help them through a
difficult time.
There are so many other things our volunteers do for us; I can’t begin to list
them all. I just know that without them, this time has been very difficult. We
depend on them so much and appreciate the work that they do and the selfless
time they spend giving of themselves to our patients, families, staff, agency,
and community. Volunteering is truly a work that comes from your heart!
I can’t wait until we can all be together again! We all look forward to when we
can to return to some sort of normalcy. Stay safe, and I hope to see you soon.

Elkin office

Mount Airy office

Pilot Mountain office

Drive-Thru Volunteer Appreciation
For Volunteer Appreciation Month,
Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative
Care followed social distancing
guidelines by hosting drive-thru
appreciation stations at our offices.
Volunteers drove by to receive a gift, as
staff displayed signs and cheers of
gratitude and support.
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2020 Hospice CAHPS Honors
Melissa Hiatt, Senior Director of Development

The Hospice Honors is a landmark compilation of hospices providing the best patient and caregiver
experience. This prestigious annual review recognizes hospices that continuously provide the
highest quality as measured from the caregiver’s point of view. Hospice Honors acknowledges high
performing agencies by analyzing the performance of Hospice CAHPS quality measures. The
awards are an exclusive recognition for hospices that have selected HEALTHCAREfirst as their
hospice survey partner.
Angela Stowe, left, and Dana Harris
from the Martinsville Office

Kristie Byrd, left, and Shea Dobson
from the Mount Airy Office

“We are excited to recognize the 2020 Hospice Honors recipients for their hard work and dedication
to providing exceptional care,” said Misty Skinner, Executive Vice President of Services at
HEALTHCAREfirst. “I congratulate Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care on its success in
achieving this highest of honors.”
Award criteria were based on Hospice CAHPS survey results for an evaluation period of October
2018 through September 2019. Award recipients were identified by performance on a set of 24
quality indicators. Performance scores were aggregated from all completed surveys and were
compared on a question-by-question basis to a National Performance Score calculated from all
hospices contained in the HEALTHCAREfirst’s Hospice CAHPS database. Hospice Honors
recipients include hospices scoring above the HEALTHCAREfirst National Performance Score on 20
of the evaluated questions. HEALTHCAREfirst holds a special recognition, Hospice Honors Elite, to
honor hospices scoring above the HEALTHCAREfirst National Performance Score on all 24 of the
evaluated questions.

Mountain Valley Hospice Named ‘Best of Wilkes’!
The votes are in and again… the winner is Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care!
For the third consecutive year, The Wilkes Journal Patriot newspaper asked its readers to vote on the BEST in their community.
Mountain Valley Hospice and staff received three recognitions: Best Hospice, Best Nurse (Angel Calhoun), and Best Doctor (Dr.
Glenn “Doctor G” Golaszewski).
“Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care is honored to receive this designation. This recognition reflects the high quality of
service, dedication and supportive patient care provided by our staff,” said Melissa Hiatt, Senior Director of Development. “Our
team’s goal is to be a hospice provider that focuses on delivering superior service and care and will be there to support patients
when they are ever facing a serious illness.”
Representing Mountain Valley Hospice for this award, in the center photo, are: (left to right) Barry Dowell, CFO of Mountain Valley
Hospice & Palliative Care; Chris Lumsden, President & CEO of Northern Regional Hospital; Tracey Dobson, Interim CEO & CCO of
Mountain Valley Hospice; Paul Hammes, CEO of Hugh Chatham Memorial Hospital; Andrea Hickling, CFO of Northern Regional
Hospital; and Don Trippel, Former CFO of Hugh Chatham Memorial Hospital (Retired).

Dr. Glenn Golaszewski

Angel Calhoun
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The Red Suit: How a Chaplain Helped His Patient See the Care She Deserved
Josh Armstrong, Digital Media Specialist
For many individuals, memorial services call for dark colors, with attendees often wearing black. But at one particular gathering in April, the
color of choice was red. Red flowers, red shirts worn by pallbearers, red words read from the Bible, and in the middle of all this, a chaplain
sporting a bright red suit.
The chaplain, Jonathan Casstevens, had long planned to wear the suit in loving memory of the patient, Ada Branson. It was his way of
honoring Ada, who suffered from a form of blindness that allowed her to see only one color, red.
Their friendship began in spring 2019. Jonathan had just started working at Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care, while Ada had
recently entered its hospice services. Upon her admission, Ada expressed she did not want a chaplain. However, at the family’s request,
Jonathan stopped by one day to talk with Ada, not as a chaplain but as a supportive member of the hospice team. He and Ada immediately
enjoyed each other’s company. “She was laughing, I was laughing,” he recalled. “We had a great time together.”
At the end of their initial meeting, Jonathan told Ada to let her nurse know if she wanted him to return. Her response was straightforward: “Oh,
you’re coming back,” she told him that day. “Can you come back tomorrow?”
Jonathan obliged Ada’s request by visiting every two weeks. Serving as her chaplain, he provided spiritual support for any questions or
concerns she had.
He learned that Ada had a type of blindness that allowed her see only the color red. To accommodate her disability, Jonathan ordered two
bright red long-sleeved shirts. “Everybody on our team knew, if I was wearing red, I was going to see her,” Jonathan said.
That was just one of the several ways in which Jonathan tried to go above and beyond, not only as a chaplain but as a friend. When Ada
mentioned her love of fried apple pies, Jonathan responded that he would bring her one on his next visit. When that day arrived, he walked
through her door and saw her sitting up in bed, smiling, eagerly waiting for him. They were joined by RN Case Manager Rhonda Felts, and
the three of them took a welcome break to enjoy fried apple pies and Coca-Colas on a warm summer day—one of Jonathan’s fondest
memories of their time together.
As the seasons passed, Jonathan was able to minister to Ada during times good and bad, including deaths in her family. Those times
strengthened their bond and friendship.
On Valentine’s Day, Jonathan gave Ada a large bag of caramel candies marked with the familiar red BullsEyes brand. During that visit, the 95-year-old confided in him a special request: she wanted him to speak at
her memorial service. Jonathan agreed to it and added a promise that he would wear a red suit that day, as a
tribute to her.
Soon Ada’s condition declined, and their visits went from every two weeks to once a week to twice a week,
until finally, every day.
“When I’d get ready to leave, I’d say to her, ‘I’ll see you soon,'” Jonathan said. “And every time,
she’d say, ‘When?'”
On April 18, Jonathan received the news he had been dreading. Ada, his beloved patient and
friend, had passed. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, Ada’s memorial service had a limited
gathering of her closest family. Among that select group of loved ones was Jonathan, standing
by her graveside, wearing the red suit he promised her.
Returning home, Jonathan set aside the bright red suit and shirts he had ordered for her, in a
special place in his closet in remembrance of her.
“Honestly, it’s a one and done suit,” Jonathan said. “That was her suit. People didn’t think I would
wear it. But I was so honored to be able to serve her as her chaplain, but more importantly as her
friend. I did it to keep my promise to her, to show her how much I loved her, and to honor and
cherish her memory.” He added, “If I served someone as a chaplain, and if they wanted me to
wear a pink, polka-dotted suit, I would do it.”
Indeed, Jonathan has taken creative approaches to connect with other patients. One such case
involved a patient who refused to speak with a chaplain—but would talk to a clown. To humor her,
Jonathan wore a red clown nose during their visits and sang lighthearted tunes with her, such as
“She’ll Be Coming ‘Round the Mountain.”
“My goal as a chaplain is to show the person I serve, and their family, the love I would want my mom
and dad to experience if they were in our care,” Jonathan concluded. “If you really love what you do
and you love the people you serve, they become your family.”
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Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care: Wish List
Giving to Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care allows us to continue our mission of creating the best experience for
every patient. Your donation assures all eligible patients and their families receive the services they need. Please consider
making a contribution.
As your local, independent, non-profit hospice, we rely on community support to sustain our mission and provide highquality care to patients and their families when they need us. We’ve identified some ways that the community can assist us
by providing one or more much-needed Wish List items.
The Woltz Hospice Home and SECU Hospice Care Center serve as a “home away from home” for our hospice patients and
their loved ones. There are a variety of Wish List items that would help us provide the best possible care, while supporting
our dedicated staff. We are currently in need of the following:
For Operations of Hospice Care Centers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UV Cleaner to optimize infection prevention, reduce staff cleaning time ($50,000)
4 Geri Chairs ($2,300 each)
Electronic Medical Records System upgrade & training to maximize staff
efficiency and improve clinical documentation ($200,000)
Second Convalescent Ambulance/Transport Vehicle ($100,000)
Maintenance Software System to improve operations ($20,000)
Preventative Maintenance Software for proactive building maintenance ($4,500)
Carport for Transport Vehicle ($30,000)
Fence for Property ($100,000)
Bird Seed
Potting Soil, Plant Food, Seasonal Plants and Landscaping
HD Digital Video Recorder for recording life reviews & stories
Large Print Bibles

For Patients in Hospice Care Centers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fidget Aprons
Baby Monitors
Walkie-Talkie Sets (Rechargeable)
Sample Size Toiletries
Toothbrushes
Hairbrushes
Disposable Cameras For Patient/Family Use
Calling Cards For Long Distance Calling (Patient/Family)
Cookie Mixes
Socks & Gripper Socks (Adult Sizes)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DVDs for Theater Room
New Plastic Clothes Hangers
New Small Bedside Lamps
CFL Light Bulbs For Lamps
Serving Platters
Clear Serving Tongs
Easy Small Craft Kits
Seasonal Plants For Flower Gardens
Individually-Wrapped Snacks & Bottled Water
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Support Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care through Philanthropy
Donors sometimes prefer that their gift to Mountain Valley Hospice be earmarked for particular use or to support a hospice
service that is of special interest to them. Your designated gift may also be made in honor or in memory of a loved one. Call
our Development Department at 1-888–789-2922 for more information on designated gift opportunities.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patient Training/Education Manual for every patient/family for 1 year ($25,000) .
Donor Wall Naming Option: SECU Hospice Care Center (Entire Wall - $100,000)
Donor Wall Naming Option: Woltz Hospcie Home (Entire Wall - $100,000)
Updated Televisions at Woltz Hospice Home ($300, with 20 options)
Updated Chapel at Woltz Hospice Home ($15,000)
Sponsor a patient:
Updated Children’s Room at Woltz Hospice Home ($15,000)
Room and Board (one day - $250)
Fountain Updates at Woltz Hospice Home ($20,000)
Hospice Care (one day - $150)
Granite Bench – Both locations ($5,000)
Palliative Care (one day - $100)
Bird Feeders at SECU Hospice Care Center ($3,000)

Joan & Howard Woltz Hospice Home

SECU Hospice Care Center

Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care has experienced much growth over the past two years. With a need for more
space and a desire to be better stewards of donors’ dollars, we have developed a plan to build our own offices in two
locations. Placing offices adjacent to our hospice care centers will allow for more efficient services and offer more
opportunities for shared costs and staff. If you have an interest in providing a legacy gift by naming one of the following
rooms, please contact Melissa Hiatt, Senior Director of Development, at 336-789-2922.
Counseling Office/Volunteer Services Room/Kids Path Area ($50,000)
Education Center/Community Space/Conference Area Board Room ($100,000)
Staff Retreat/Kitchen Naming/Donor Wall/IT & Equipment Server Room ($50,000)

Volunteers & Third Party Fundraisers
Volunteering your time with Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care can change your life and the lives of others.
Whether it’s a smile, companionship, reading or using your talents to ease the weight of a day for a patient or family member,
hospice volunteers are rewarded with the appreciation of those they serve. Volunteering one time a week for two hours for
one year provides a cost savings of $2,700.
Mountain Valley Hospice & Palliative Care is always grateful to accept donations from Third Party Fundraisers! If your group
or organization would like to raise money to support our services, we would love to know about it (examples: volleyball
tournament, motorcycle ride, gold tournament).
Just give us a call or send us an email to let us know what you are doing, then we can work with you to promote your event
on social media. We are also happy to attend if possible! Contact Audrey Diener at adiener@mtnvalleyhospice.org or
1-888-789-2922.

Giving Tuesday & Making a Miracle
Follow us at facebook.com/mtnvalleyhospice and watch for more information about
Giving Tuesday and our second annual “Making a Miracle” Campaign!
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Thanks to Our Partners:

Wish to unsubscribe? Contact us at
info@mtnvalleyhospice.org or 1-888-789-2922.

Show how much you care with this diamond shaped etched crystal
This
Holiday,
show how
muchedges,
you care
with this round
ornament,
featuring
beveled
the Mountain
Valley etched
Hospice
crystal
beveled
and this
the year’s
Mountain
Valley
logo
andornament,
this year’sfeaturing
date. Please
note edges
that while
design
is
engraved,
honor/memorial
will be
attached
on a paper tag
Hospice logo.
Each one isdedication
dated, tagged
with
a honor/memorial
with
sheer
ribbon.
is also
boxed
for giftkeepsake
giving.
name,
andwhite
packaged
forThis
easyornament
gift giving.
These
beautiful
ornaments are only $25 each, with no additional cost for shipping.
These beautiful keepsake ornaments are only $25 each, with no
additional cost for shipping. A limited number of ornaments from
are available
at a discounted
price. Hospice,
Please call
To place your order, complete the following previous
informationyears
and return
with payment
to Mountain Valley
336-789-2922
to
order
ornaments
from
past
seasons.
Attn: Memorial Ornament, 401 Technology Lane, Suite 200, Mount Airy, NC 27030.
Please
use a separate form for each ornament.
To place your order, complete the following information and return with payment to Mountain Valley
Hospice,
Ornaments may be picked up after December 1st.
Attn:
401 Technology
200, Mount Airy, NC 27030.
ThisMemorial
ornamentOrnament,
is: __ In Memory
Of __ In Lane,
HonorSuite
Of _____________________________
Please use a separate form for each ornament.
Purchaser Name: _________________________________ Ph: ___________________

Mailing
Address:is:_________________________________________________________
This ornament
__ In Memory Of __ In Honor Of _____________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Purchaser Name: _________________________________ Ph: ___________________
__
Ship Address:
to address_________________________________________________________
above __ Ship to different address: __________________________
Mailing
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
__
the following
Hospice
location:
__ Pick
Shipup
to at
address
above Mountain
__ Ship toValley
different
address:
__________________________
__ Mt. Airy __ Pilot Mtn.
__ Elkin
__ Martinsville
__ SECU Hospice Care Center __ Woltz Hospice Home

__ Hillsville

__ Stuart

_______________________________________________________________________
All orders will be shipped to the address indicated above at no additional cost.

888.789.2922

mtnvalleyhospice.org888.789.2922
mtnvalleyhospice.org

